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COMPANY M AT A GLANCE

GROWTH THROUGH ACQUISITIONS



CHANGE IN COMPANY M’S STRATEGY



COMPANY M’S CLIENT-CENTRIC STRATEGY



STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

ACHIEVING STRATEGY THROUGH A CLIENT-CENTRIC 

MODEL

• Move away from product-driven silo businesses

• Organise business activities around clients

• Separate group’s activities into segment, client 

engagement and products and solutions businesses, 

supported by group-wide functions



STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

OPERATING STRUCTURE
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HR FOR THE NEW STRATEGY

SHIFTING THE HR AGENDA FOR CLIENT CENTRICITY

• HR for the group has traditionally been executed in a decentralised

manner

• Undertook a benchmark study to inform the shift

• The study showed many variations of models / best practice across 

the group

• Recommended option for HR was based on Company M’s new 

operating model

• Requires a standardised delivery model across all segments, client 

engagement and  products and solutions businesses and group-

wide functions 



HR FOR THE NEW STRATEGY

EVOLVING HR ROLE IN THE GROUP



HR FOR THE NEW STRATEGY

DESIGN PRINCIPLES: HIGH IMPACT HR OPERATING MODEL

• Include group’s organisation design principles as baseline principles

• Must support group’s new operating model and client centric strategy

• Design must allow for optimisation and consistency across HR in the 

group

• Shared transactional services based on a strong HRIS environment

• Interface based around strong business partnering

• More focused governance frameworks to ensure consistent HR 

solutions and collaboration across the group



HR FOR THE NEW STRATEGY

REVISED HR OPERATING MODEL FOR COMPANY M
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HR IN COMPANY M

COMPANY M’S HR GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES

• Provide guidance around accountabilities for decision-making and provides 

a guideline for resolving disputes/conflicts

• Allows for focus on client service, consistency and quality of HR service 

delivery

• Provide for delegated decision-making authority as well as clear escalation 

processes

• Improves cross-programme co-ordination



HR IN COMPANY M

HR AS CONTRIBUTORS TO BUSINESS SUCCESS

• Proactively responding and adapting to changing business 

strategy

• Anticipating problems before they occur

• Engaging with business to fully understand their complexities and 

challenges

• Deep business knowledge and insight enables HR to deliver 

relevant and high impact business solutions
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HR DIRECTOR AS A STRATEGIC RESOURCE

• Cost and efficiency

Expense management with respect to labour costs

• Innovation

Attract and retain top talent to innovate

• Specialisation

Greying workforce to transfer skills

• Global-local talent strategies

Grow leadership and critical talent capability in specific locations

• Enterprise performance

Build a culture of outperformance



HR DIRECTOR AS A STRATEGIC RESOURCE

• Strategic Workforce Planning is an integrated talent management and 

organisational effectiveness process for identifying and developing the 

workforce capabilities required to meet Company M’s strategic focus 

areas

• This ensured that we had the right people with the right capabilities in 

the right roles at the right time
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